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APPARENT NIGHT VARIATIONS WITH CROSSED -
COIL RADIO BEACONS*

BY

HARADEN PRATT

(Radio Engineer, Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.)

Summary-The combined effects of apparent wave direction shifts and
fading, of signals from a crossed coil type of radio beacon as received on air-
planes in flight at night, are described. A brief explanation of the operation
of such a beacon is given. The results of observations of similar signals at
night received on an automobile, together with some general conclusions, are
mentioned.

IT early became apparent that the employment of coiCan-
tennas on airplanes for determining the directions or bearings
of radio stations was beset with difficulties. The coils were

necessarily limited in size and considerable amplification was
needed to secure a signal of suitable strength. Airplane engine
ignition interferences in the radio receiving system prevented
the use of very much amplification and so the distance range was
limited. The high level of noise present on aircraft prevented
a close observation of the minimum signal sector during rotation
of the coil, thereby impairing the accuracy of that method as
applied to aeronautical navigation; not to mention many other
disqualifying practical and operational difficulties.

While the complicated system of taking several bearings on
airplane radio signals from ground stations and communicating
a position back to the airplane has found successful application
in Europe, various means for the taking of radio station bearings
from airplanes were attempted without reaching a practical
solution of this problem. It was not, however, until the crossed
coil radio beacon was proposed that those interested in the art
became encouraged to expect the realization of a simple and
workable system to guide aircraft.

The crossed coil beacon idea was investigated by the Bureau
of Standards several years ago, and further work on it carried
forward by the Signal Corps, since which time its development
has been rapid, and there are now several operating beacons
installed in the eastern part of the United States.

 Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, March 24, 1928.
Publication approved by the Director of the Bureau of Standards of the
U. S. Department of Commerce.
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Pratt: Apparent Night Variations 653

Essentially, this beacon comprises two coil antennas disposed
in two vertical planes fixed at an angle to each other. In a simple
form of the beacon, this two -coil system is free to be rotated
v,bout a vertical axis. When the coils are similarly excited with
radio -frequency currents modulated at an audio rate, signals of
equal intensity from each will be heard on a receiving set when
situated along any one of the two vertical planes bisecting the
angles between the planes of the coils. At other points the signal
intensities from each coil will be different. This marking off in
space of vertical equisignal planes constitutes the directive
feature of the crossed coil type of beacon, and these equisignal
zones are frequently referred to as the courses set down by it.
Ordinarily, only one of these courses is used.

In its practical application and for convenience in construction
the beacon used in this country employs a radiating system of two
large fixed single -turn loops disposed at right angles to each other.
It is possible to rotate the radio field about these antennas with-
out rotating the antennas. A suitable goniometer interposed
between these loops and the power source permits, by the turning
of its rotor, the rotation in space of the equisignal zones. A me-
chanical device automatically transmits the letter A on one coil
and the letter N on the other. These are so interlocked that a
continuous buzz or dash is heard along the equisignal zone. The
width of this zone where the perfect continuous dash only is
heard depends largely upon the acuteness of the observer's
attention, and may vary between limits, for example, of from 11
to 3 degrees. To the right or left of this zone either the letter
A or N predominates distinctly.

For the guidance of aircraft the crossed coil beacon possesses
several obvious advantages:

(1) There is no zone of minimum or maximum signal strength
to be observed.

(2) Location of the course or beam is secured by an auto-
matic comparison of two signals.

(3) Regardless of the position of the aircraft within a wide
angle when off the course this beacon furnishes a definite signal
enabling the craft to locate and return to its proper course.
This characteristic permits temporary detours to be made during_
flight around stormy areas or obstructions, a very important and
valuable feature.

(4) The aircraft uses an ordinary receiving set with the usual
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trailing wire antenna permitting signals to be received under
the most favorable conditions as regards minimum sensitivity
of airplane receiving set to local noise and disturbances.

(5) An aircraft may be guided along a set and invariable air-
way without reckoning wind drift.

These advantages had much to do with the selection of this
type of beacon for application to our national airway systems
particularly those over which schedule mail airplanes operate.

To secure information of a practical nature, receiving equip-
ment was installed in the summer of 1927 on a mail airplane
operating between the airports of Cleveland and New York over
an airway approximately 380 miles long. Two directive radio
beacons were available, one at the New York terminal and the
other at a point 170 miles west near Bellefonte, Pa. The radio
frequency used was 290 kc. The audio modulation was at the
rate of 500 cycles per second. The radiating loops were of a
triangular shape 300 feet long and 80 feet high at the apex. The
current in each loop was 8 amperes. This route crosses the
Allegheny mountain ranges which occupy nearly all of that
region and is a particularly favorable one for this experimental
flying both because of the rough topography and the prevalent
foggy and cloudy weather.

The accuracy of the directive beacon as a guide had been
established as of a high order, through considerable use in the
past, but upon examination of the situation it was learned that
all previous experience with it had been confined to daylight
flying. Its operation at night had been untried and it was not
known to what extent the well-known night shift phenomenon
previously observed with direction -finding systems might affect
it. Night flights over the airway mentioned were therefore
undertaken in August, 1927, and the writer immediately observed
results inconsistent with those secured by day. During the first
flight it seemed impossible to keep the airplane on a course
corresponding to the interlocking dash signal. No sooner was
this signal received when it would change to the letter A or letter
N. No amount of manipulation of the airplane would improve
the situation. The dash signal would come and go at intervals
of a few minutes. It soon became apparent that at the distance
involved, which was about ninety miles, no accurate fixed course
existed, but that the equisignal zone was rapidly moving about
in an indefinite way.
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This disconcerting effect indicated that some further study
of the phenomenon must be made, and several night flights up
to distances of 175 miles from the beacon were undertaken.

In every case the shifting of the equisignal zone or course
was noticed. The general results secured from five flights made
at an average altitude of 2000 feet may be stated as follows:

(1) Within 25 miles of the beacon the shifting was not of a very
serious nature.

(2) At 50 miles the shifting became pronounced but due to
the zone appearing to be stationary in its proper position for
possibly 75 per cent of the time, the beacon could still be de-
pended upon when used with judgment.

(3) At a distance of 100 miles the shifting became very pro-
nounced and persisted for more than 50 percent of the time,
giving the beacon a questionable value.

(4) At 125 miles the beacon was of no further use as a guide.
(5) The shifting of the zone was gradual so that at first

one would be inclined to think it due to the movement of the
airplane.

(6) It appeared that the topography of the country between
the beacon and the airplane exerted a considerable influence on
the extent of the variation.

(7) Exceptional variations in shift over an arc as great as
100 degrees in azimuth were noted, but in general the change
was confined to within possibly 25 degrees.

(8) Beyond 15 miles the fading of the general level of signal
received was very severe during flight over mountains. Several
variables being involved, no conclusions have been reached as
to the relative contribution of each factor.

A few observations of the Bellefonte beacon at night have
been made on the ground at Washington, a distance of 134 miles.
While present, the shifting phenomenon was less pronounced
than that observed in the air. On a night flight from Harrisburg
to Washington no shifting of the zone was noticed, using signils
from a beacon at College Park, Md. As there are no marked
mountain ranges near College Park, these observations would
indicate that topographical features have an important bearing
on the matter of these variations.

To shed further light on the question, two sets of night-time
measurements on the Bellefonte beacon were made in October
1927 by an automobile party, one at a point 22 miles and another
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32 miles distant, both locations being in mountainous territory.
Records obtained with a graphic field intensity recorder were
made of signals transmitted by one Bellefonte loop, using both
a vertical antenna and a coil antenna placed in a vertical place
extending towards the beacon. Ratios of the extent of the varia-
bility over a period of several minutes, to the average field in-
tensity were observed to be:

at 22 miles with coil antenna 0.25
with vertical antenna zero

at 32 miles with coil antenna 0.44
with vertical antenna 0.07

Ratios of the variability to the maximum field intensity were
observed to be:

at 22 miles with coil antenna 0.43
with vertical antenna 0.05

at 32 miles with coil antenna 0.56
with vertical antenna 0.1

Rotating the coil antenna around its vertical axis so as to
receive minimum signal showed a variation in the direction of the
arriving field as large as 30 deg. over a ten-minute interval.

Observing
Location

Miles
from

Bellefonte
Date Time

Maximum Average Direction
Receiving Fluctua- Fluctua- Shift
Antenna tion in tion in in

per cent per cent degrees

Pa.Newville,. 53 Oct. 28 10:15 P.M. Vertical 38 13 -
53 10:35 P.Y. Coil 140 118 62

Andersonburg, Pa. 40.5 1:59 A.Y. Vertical 3 3 -
40.5 " 2:19 A.M. Coil 35 32 30

Lewistown, Pa. 22.7 Oct. 29 6:22 P.M. Vertical 2 0.5 no obser-
22.7 6:02 P.M. Coil 3 0.75 vation

Sunbury, Pa. 48.5 Oct. 30 4:32 A.Y. Vertical 0 0 no obser
48.5 6:22 A.M. Coil 93 88 vation

Woodward, Pa. 18.7 Oct. 30 11:59 P.M. Coil 22 16 8

Hartleton, P!. 27 Oct. 31 2:12 A.M. Vertical 18.5 9 -
27 1:52 A.M. Coil 65 57 56

Sunbury, Pa,; 48.5 6:20 A.M. Vertical 0 0 -
48.5 4:15 A.Y. Coil 21 13.8 15

Hartleton, P!. 27 11:54 P.M. Vertical 0 0 -
27 11:39 P.M. Coil 12.5 7 12

Woodward, Pa. 18.7 Nov. 1 12:52 A.M. Vertical 0 0 -
18.7 1:07 A.Y. Coil 7 3 2

Suntury, Pa. 48.5 Oct. 31 9:13 P.M. Vertical 3 9
48.5 8:55 P.M. Coil 38 38 12

Lewistown, Pa. 22.7 Nov.. 1 6:10 P.M. Vertical 8 1.4 -
22.7 6:10 P.M. Coil 30.5 18 -
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The coil and vertical antennas were used so that a crude idea
might be secured as to the relative extent of apparent shifts in
the direction of propagation of the wave, and fading or variation
of the received signal strength. The observed shifts of the equi-
signal zone of the crossed coil beacon signals could be due to either
or both effects. The results seem to indicate that fading plays a
minor part in the phenomenon.

Observations using an automobile were made again, about
November 1, 1927. The results are tabulated as follows, signals
from one Bellefonte antenna loop being observed:

The values tabulated in the last column are those maximum
shifts observed by following the minimum received signal on a
coil antenna through rotation of the coil over a period of several
minutes. These data were all taken in mountainous sections of
Pennsylvania. They agree in general with the results secured by
the first automobile party.

It is hoped that this brief outline of these preliminary observa-
tions made by the staff of the Bureau of Standards will serve to
focus attention on the performance of this type of radio beacon
so that its limitations as a guide for flights at night may be
studied and practical information secured whereby these per-
formance characteristics and the conditions influencing them may
become better understood.

The data on field intensities given in this paper were secured
through the courtesy of Mr. T. Parkinson, Research Associate
at the Bureau of Standards, who undertook the automobile trips
and made the ground observations.
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